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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Learn about a new photogrammetry workflow in ReCap Photo
Discover the powerful point cloud tools within InfraWorks
Learn how to prep and manipulate surface data inside of InfraWorks
Learn how to transfer data into AutoCAD Civil 3D

Description
In this session, we will be taking a look at a workflow under the Autodesk umbrella to process
photos collected with an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). We will cover best practice workflows,
from processing the drone data in ReCap software, taking those results into InfraWorks
software for use and further processing, then finally moving them into AutoCAD Civil 3D. The
end result will be a functioning TIN surface inside AutoCAD Civil 3D, as well as a georeferenced
ortho-mosaic.

Speaker(s)
Josh Clawson is a Civil/Infrastructure Technical Consultant for MasterGraphics, Inc. He has
been in this position for the last year. Prior he had spent 5 years as acting CAD/Standards
manager for the City of Grand Forks Engineering Department where he maintained templates,
instilled standards and trained staff on AutoCAD Civil 3D, Map3D, InfraWorks and AutoCAD.
Josh is an Autodesk Certified Instructor, a Civil 3D Certified Professional and an AutoCAD
Certified Professional.
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Acquiring usable photos
First and foremost, for this workflow to work, we need a set of usable photos.
There are three things to keep in mind when collecting photos with a drone.
o
o
o

Use flight control software.
Use at a minimum, 3 ground targets complete with survey information for each
Use an 80% overlap on your photos in both directions.
(it is recommended to use a camera that can embed GPS coordinates in
the photos)

Recap Photo workflow
Inside of Recap Photo we will process the photos into consumable data for downstream use.
Here we will be taking the images that we have collected with a drone, we will geo-locate them
with the survey data from our ground targets; we will then submit them for processing in the
cloud.

Geo-Locating Photos
To give these photos a place in the real world, we first import them, then select the geo pin
symbol. We will determine the coordinate system at this point. From there we add the number
of GCPs (Ground Control Points) we have set on the site. Enter in the X, Y, and Z coordinates
for each of the GCPs.
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Next, select a GCP. Notice that the number of images is reduced to the photos that land in that
region of the site. Select one of the images and locate your ground target. Place the marker on
the ground target. Do this for at least four photos for each of your ground targets.

Submitting your project for processing
After all ground targets have been successfully located, we are now ready to submit our project
for processing.
By selecting “Create” we are prompted with the Create Project dialog box. Here we name our
project, select the types of data we want to retrieve after processing, and verify our coordinate
system. The data types we are after in this workflow are 3D point cloud (RCS) and Ortho photo
and elevation map (Geotiff).
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Retrieving processed data
To retrieve our data, we will be heading to www.recap360.autodesk.com . Here we can view
any past projects and retrieve the data we desire. By selecting the project, it brings you to the
project home page. Here we can view our 3D model, our ortho-mosaic and download the data
that was processed.
By selecting the downloads dropdown, a list of all download options is presented. Again, the
two we are after are the RCS (Point cloud) and the TIF (ortho-mosaic). Download both and
place in a desired location.

Recap Pro workflow (optional)
If your point cloud needs to edited or combined with another scan, Recap Pro is the place to do
it. You can use the selection tools inside of Recap Pro to select areas in your point cloud to be
removed. Things such as trees, water areas, and the perimeter of your point cloud should be
inspected before generating ground data inside of InfraWorks.
After edits have been made, we will need to export an RCS file out of Recap Pro. This edited
point cloud file will be what we bring into InfraWorks.
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InfraWorks workflow
At the InfraWorks home page, we want to create a “New” model. We do not need to use model
builder at this point. By selecting “New” we are prompted with the New Model dialog box. Here
we will name our model, select how and where we want to store our model and finally, under the
advanced settings, set our coordinate system. (this should match the coordinate system set in
Recap Photo) Select OK to create your new model.

Once the model is available on your home page, open it. Notice this model is empty. There is
no terrain, imagery, roads or other features. We want this result.
From here, we need to bring in our geo-located point cloud (.rcs file). We have two option for
this. First, we can navigate to the desired .rcs file in Windows Explorer and simply drag and
drop it into our model. Secondly we can open the Data Sources panel (located under the
orange icon, create and manage your model icon) In the Data sources panel, select the
dropdown to add data to your model and select point cloud. You will be prompted to browse to
the desired point cloud file.
After the .rcs file is in your model, you will need to configure it. Once configured, the point cloud
will appear in your model.
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Generating Ground Data from Point Cloud
The next step is to generate ground data from your point cloud.
To do this, we will select the Point Cloud Terrain icon under the Create and manage you model
dropdown.

We are prompted with the Point Cloud Terrain dialog box. Here we will select our point cloud,
and for this exercise, we will leave Ground, Linear Feature and Vertical feature set to Optimum.
Further down in the dialog, we have the options to Override Model Point Cloud, Generate Data
and Export Processed File. For this exercise, we will set Override Model Point Cloud option to
yes or “On”. The Generate Data option will be set to Lightweight, and we will not be exporting a
processed file. We can now select “Start Processing”.

After processing is complete, you will notice that there is in fact, terrain data beneath your point
cloud, but not entire cloud. This is because when InfraWorks processes a point cloud, it
categorizes it. To view this categorization, we will need to style a point cloud theme.
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Stylizing a point cloud theme
To view your point cloud as a theme, we will need to open the Point Cloud Theme panel. This
can be brought up by selecting the Point Cloud Theme icon under the Create and Mange your
model dropdown.
Select the “plus” sign to add a new theme definition. When prompted with the New Point Cloud
Theme dialog box, in the Analysis Type dropdown, select Classification. Save the theme and
activate it by checking the box next to the new theme.
Notice your point cloud is now displayed by classification colors. The brown, or ground, color
are the points that are used in terrain generation.

From here, we can close InfraWorks.
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Civil 3D Workflow
We now move into AutoCAD Civil 3D.
Start a fresh new drawing from your company’s template. (I will be using the Out of the box NCS
Imperial.dwt for this demonstration). Save and name your drawing.
Under the Settings tab in Toolspace, right click on the drawing name and select Drawing
Settings. On the Units and Zones tab, set the Coordinate System for your drawing, matching
that of your InfraWorks model as well as you Recap Photo project.

Retrieving Ground Data from InfraWorks
We will now retrieve the ground data generated in InfraWorks in the form of a Civil 3D TIN
surface.
To do this, go to the Insert tab on the Ribbon, InfraWorks panel, select the dropdown next to the
InfraWorks icon and select “Open InfraWorks Model”.

The Open InfraWorks Model dialog appears.
The first step is to select the Infraworks model that wish to import. The default location for
Infraworks models is as follows:
C:\Users\username\Documents\Autodesk InfraWorks Models\Autodesk 360
There will be a list of folders that have a bunch of numbers for names. Confusing right?
If you sort these folders by Date Modified, and set it so the most recent is at the top, this most
folder will contain your model. One folder deeper and you will find your model’s .sql file. Select
it.
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After you model is selected, take note that the coordinate systems of both the InfraWorks model
and the Civil 3D drawing match. There are other options in this dialog, but for the model
created in this demonstration, you do not need to reduce the model area or refine the selection
set. Select Open Model.
After your one item imports into Civil 3D, you should see a surface. If you do not, zoom extents
to see it.

This is a Civil 3D TIN surface. If you look under the Prospector tab of Toolspace, you will see a
surface definition. If you want, you can rename this surface at this point.
Select the surface and go into Object Viewer. Notice how tight the triangulation is.
If you are ok with these results, then the workflow is complete and you can move on with your
new surface created from photos taken with a drone.
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Simplifying your Surface
If you want a more traditional look to your surface and contours that represent that surface, and
then we will need to simplify the surface definition. Keep in mind; we will be removing data from
the surface, therefore, reducing the accuracy of on site conditions.
To do this, select the surface in your drawing. On the Contextual ribbon, under the Edit Surface
dropdown, there is an option to Simplify Surface. Select it.
There are two methods for surface simplification. Being that this surface was generated from a
point cloud, we are going to use the point reduction method.
Click next to define an output region. For this exercise, we are going to accept the existing
surface boundary.
The final step is to select the amount of point reduction desired. Keep in mind the amount of
points that currently define the surface definition. Select finish to complete the surface
reduction. This step can be repeated as desired.
You can view the results of the surface reduction by selecting a surface style that displays
triangles or viewing the surface in object viewer.
From here, you now have a functioning Civil 3D TIN surface. This surface can be used just as
any other surface inside of Civil 3D.
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